Rules for RUNNING TARGET MIXED TEAM
10m European Championship 2020 Wroclaw (POL)
GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Disciplines

10 m Running Target Mixed Team

2. Type of Event

Team (male/female)

3. Rules

The competition will be organized according to the ISSF
Rules and Regulations, if no other way is stated below.

4. Number of participants in
each team

A team consist of two (2) athletes from each nation. One
man and one woman (juniors or seniors or mixed). A
maximum of three (3) teams per Nation is allowed. No
mixed nation teams are allowed.

5. Number of stages

Two stages:
- Qualification stage 40 shots mixed runs
- Medal Matches

6. Position

The two members of the team shoot at the same range.
The man stands on the left side and the woman on the
right side. Dry firing from the second member is not
permitted.
The event will be fired in one series of 8 sighting shots (4
sighting shots for each shooter) and 40 competition shots
(mixed runs; 20 runs for each team member).

7. Shooting event procedures Qualification stage

The sighting shots: Both team members alternately; 2
runs each per time, starting with the men (2 runs men, 2
runs women, 2 runs men 2 runs women).
The Competition: Both team members alternately; 20
runs for each team member, starting with the men (2
runs men, 2 runs women, 2 runs men, 2 runs women, …).

8. Ranking in qualification

The ranking in qualification stage will be the combined
results of the two team members. The perfect score in
the qualification is 400 points.

9. Tie in qualification stage

Rule ISSF 10.8.4 for Medal Matches is used. The team
decides which athlete shoot the tie breaking shots. The
tie will be shooted according to the rule 10.12.1.1.

10. Medal Match

The four highest scoring teams in Qualification advance
to the Medal Matches.

11. Rules for the Medal Matches

The Medal Matches will be conduted per ISSF Rule 10.8,
if no other way stated in the rules here below.

12. Shooting event procedures Medal Matches and scoring
Semie finals

13. Commands for Medal
Matches

The teams compete in the Medal Matches in fast runs.
The members of the same team shoot at the same range.
The Medal Matches will be conducted on two ranges.
Four (4) sighting shots (1 left run men, 1 right run
woman, 1 left run men and 1 right run women) will be
fired.
Both Athletes are loading at the same time.
A command for every competition shot is given.
Scoring is in decimals.
The competition starts with 2 shots (1 left run men and 1
right run women).
The team with the highest total score of the 2 shots
receives one point.
If there is a tie between the teams, no team receivises a
point.
The team who reach six points or more with the
difference of two points is winner of the match.
Before the sighting shots the team will have one minute
preparation time.
Sighting shots:
- »For the sighting shots load«
- »Attention«
- »3-2-1 START«
- The next sighting shots are up to the Athletes
- STOP, end of sighting shots
Competition:
- »For the first competition shots load«
- »Attention«
- »3-2-1 START«
- »Attention«
- »3-2-1 START«
- »The point goes to...«
For the next competition shots:
- »LOAD«
- »Attention«
- »3-2-1 START«
- »Attention«
- »3-2-1 START«
- »The point goes to...«

14. Semi-Final Procedure

The winner of the semi finals will compete for the
Gold/Silver medal
The losers of the semi finals will compete for the
Bronze medal

15. Medal Match Procedure

The teams compete in the Medal Matches in fast runs.
The members of the same team shoot at the same range.
The Medal Matches will be conducted on two ranges.

Glold/Silver match

Bronze match

Four (4) sighting shots (1 left run men, 1 right run
woman, 1 left run men and 1 right run women) will be
fired.
Both Athletes are loading at the same time.
A command for every competition shot is given.
Scoring is in decimals.
The competition starts with 2 shots (1 left run men and 1
right run women).
The team with the highest total score of the 2 shots
receives one point.
If there is a tie between the teams, no team receivises a
point.
The team who reach six points or more with the
difference of two points is winner of the match.

16. Malfunction:

The ISSF rule 10.10 will be followed.

17. Penalties

ISSF Rules 10.7.4

18. National identification,
dress-code

The Athletes from each nation must display their
National identification on their shooting clothing, as
follow:
The name of the country designated by 3 letters as
determined by the IOC on their jacket pocket on the
side which is turned to the audience.

19. Music & audience support

During the Qualification rounds and the Medal
Matches, music is allowed.
The Technical Delegate must approve the music
program.
Enthusiastic audience support is encouraged and is
recommended during the Medal-Matches.

20. Irregular cases

Irregular or disputed matters will be decided by the
Jury according to General Technical Rules for each
event.

